Reduced-bandwidth method for F-19 imaging of perflubron.
A reduced-bandwidth imaging method has been developed to eliminate the chemical shift artifacts in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the blood substitute perflubron (PFB) and simultaneously enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The two strongest spectral peaks, which have relatively long T2 values (247 and 471 msec), were used. When the receiver bandwidth is reduced substantially by increasing the data acquisition time Ts, the bandwidth across the object becomes less than the chemical shift frequency. The reduced bandwidth eliminates misregistration by displaying the images corresponding to multiple spectral peaks on the same image plane simultaneously. An additional gain due to the reduced bandwidth is the reduced thermal Gaussian noise. Unfortunately, the increased Ts results in an increased TE, which causes the signal to be attenuated by T2 relaxation. The optimum measured Ts (and TE) values for successful image separation and maximum SNR were 120 and 144 msec for the two spectral peaks, respectively. The long TE also suppresses the rest of the downfield spectral peak cluster of PFB. The degree of magnetic field inhomogeneity and tissue susceptibility across the object may cause some limitations in the application of this technique; however, a composite radio-frequency pulse that will allow use of additional spectral lines and/or localized volume imaging techniques may be incorporated to overcome these limitations.